
Multiple deployment tools create
confusion, slow down your reaction time
and open your Enterprise to devastating
malware and ransomware attacks.

Outdated software is the most common 
attack vector. It leaves your organization 
exposed and can result in ransomware 
infections or critical data leaks.

99% of the vulnerabilities exploited will
be the ones known to security and IT
professionals for at least a year.

- Gartner

99% OF EXPLOITED
VULNERABILITIES

$5 million – the average cost of a single 
ransomware attack.

- Ponemon Institute

$5 MILLION
IN DAMAGE COSTS

In 2017, as recorded in The Internet Crime
Complaint Center (IC3). On average, 
10 data breaches happen daily.

- FBI

3,785 CORPORATE
DATA BREACHES

Vulnerability management should not be
a game of whack-a-mole, nor the biggest 
time-sink in your workflows because of
antiquated, opaque solutions.
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Want to keep your organization safe from
cyber threats?
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The software critical to your organization’s smooth
running (internal, 3rd party or Windows related) is
managed from a unified, secure interface.

Your organization has a rapid deployment of 
security-critical patches and updates, for essential
resilience against cyber threats.

By automating this process and allowing a granular
control over your software environment, your
internal resources are free to focus on other, more
pressing matters.

Vulnerability management is automated, providing actionable reports for risk management.

Administrators can install and update automatically
or grant privileges to users to manage their own
software securely, according to custom-built,
flexible policies.

Leading product and intelligence

Appraised by the FBI, working with
EUROPOL  and USDOJ and endorsed
by NC3
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Go beyond inflexible, antiquated policy management.

With X-Ploit Resilience, you can see and manage your software inventory and, at the same time, achieve 
preemptive vulnerability management. This scalable, flexible and intuitive tool can handle both Microsoft
and 3rd party software on-the-fly, from anywhere in the world and according to any schedule.

Exercise true control over your
environment and build true resilience in
front of critical cyber threats like
ransomware.

Move beyond SCCM / WSUS and discover
this unique threat  prevention and policy
deployment tool for an unrivaled control
over your entire infrastructure.

X-Ploit Resilience: the next-gen, fully 
automated patching and software 
management solution.

With an intuitive, clean interface and comprehensive reports, you continuously have an overview of essential 
software, its security status and all the tools necessary to prove compliance.

Everything in one place, with granular controls so you can act precisely.

This way, you ensure that:

With the Infinity Management module, Administrators within any organization also gain the unique ability to 
deploy custom, in-house software and patches that are not available in the X-Ploit Resilience catalogue.

How do you mitigate vulnerabilities efficiently, without putting undue
strain on your resources and employees?

X-ploit Resilience and Infinity Management will help.

X-Ploit Resilience - Infinity Management
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Contact us at

+45 7199 9177

corpsupport@heimdalsecurity.com
or

- extract of Official US-Cert Guidelines

“Enable the automatic software updates whenever possible.” Manage assets and mitigate vulnerabilities, 
by the click of a button. 

Get in touch today to experience
the fullX-Ploit Resilience and
Infinity Management capabilities. 

Automated deployment

On-the-fly updating

Version management

3rd party customizable time, day, delay of deployment 

Global deployment and LAN P2P 

AD integration

Mobile device management

Microsoft updates

Microsoft patches customizable time, day, delay of deployment

Global deployment of customer packages

3rd party patches

Features

See any software assets in inventory, 
alongside their version and installed 
volume

Create inventory reports for accurate 
assessments and compliance 
demonstrations

Update or downgrade the software
or operating system you want

Un-install a supported software you 
want to target

Install the selected software to more
or all your systems

Allow users to install given software 
themselves

Deploy custom software to the 
endpoints, anywhere in the world* 

Encrypted packages stored on our 
servers

HTTPS transfers from Heimdal
Security servers

Usable anywhere in the world with
no extra infrastructure

Offers installation catalogue,
managed by the admin

 Accepts any MSI / EXE installer and 
offers command lines for scripting

Set the time you want to do updates 

The Infinity Management add-on module
will allow you to deploy any software, at
any location, at any time.
Whether remotely installing Microsoft
Office 2016 with a license key, deploying 
Printer drivers and software or any other
licensed software, the sky is the limit: 

X-Ploit Resilience provides not only
automated vulnerability management
but also Full Software Asset Management
for your organization to: 

Time and time again, authorities and independent parties have stressed the importance of automated 
vulnerability management.  

Time and time again, organizations have struggled to follow these guidelines because of time, budget
or platform constraints.  

True cyber resilience and security starts with efficient vulnerability management.
It’s also critical to  demonstrate compliance with GDPR and UK PSN software patching regulation. 

But that was the past. 

Your organization can now: 

See ANY software assets in inventory and their version and installed volume

Create inventory reports for reporting or compliance purposes  

This next-gen approach to vulnerability management leverages Heimdal’s
fully secure Global CDN  infrastructure to ensure that deployment fits the

local endpoint needs.  

X-ploit Resilience and its optional Infinity Management module provide not only automated vulnerability
management but also a full Software Asset Management.
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